20 Ss performed a dichotic listening task with simultaneous pairs of spoken digits given under different conditions of pair numbers (3, 4, 5 & 6 pairs) and presentation rates (4, 3, 2, 1 & 1/2 pairs per see), while his attention was restricted to one of the two ears (attended ear). The recall level of unattended ear was more affected by the pair number conditions than by the presentation rates. Number of recalled items in all conditions was nearly constant 5.5 items for both ears combined. The results were discussed in favor of an interpretation based on an attentional processing in the short-term memory. Ear superiority effect under the attention controlled situation was also obtained.
In a dichotic listening task using simultaneous pairs of spoken items, a subject appears to be unable to divide his attention completely between both channels (between the two ears or two different types of verbal materials, as the case may be). If the presentation rate of such dichotic pairs is relatively fast, faster than one pair (one item to each ear) per sec, the most efficient strategy for free recall appears to be a"channel by channel" report mode, not a"pair by pair" report mode (Broadbent, 1954; Brydcn, 1962) .
Some recent experimental results suggest that this"channel by channel" report mode might be achieved by the "attentional" process rather than by the reorganization of memory at "retrieval" (Katzin, Corballis, & Lockhart, 1972; Mewhort, 1973) . In other words, they indicate that "selective attention" functions more or less serially rather than in parallel for the multiple presentation of verbal materials. According to this hypothesis, it would be supposed that all the items from one ear-attended itemsmust be attended to and processed first as soon as they arrive, and that all those from the other ear-unattended items-must be attended to and processed after the materials themselves are already over. Broadbent (1958) , in his earlier studies, already postulated this type of processing model in which it was held that the unattended information is kept in a transient preattentive sensory system (the S system) during which the attended information is processed. This preattentive buffer system may also be thought to have the same properties as other proposed systems such as the"echoic memory" (Neisser, 1967) . Many other theorists also proposed similar models of the transient buffer system for incoming auditory information (e.g., Crowder & Morton, 1969) . They more or less agree on the point that this preattentive buffer system is previous to and different from the short-term memory such as Broadbent's"P system" (Broadbent, 1958) or Neisser's "active verbal memory" (Neisser, 1967) in the auditory processing chain. However, there are widely divergent views about the detailed characteristics of this hypothetical echoic buffer store. Of these, relatively more accepted are the properties of rather rapid decay and large channel capacity, but even with these there appears to be little agreement especially about the decay period (see Deutsch's review, 1975) . Additional possibilities have also been proposed, such as a relatively limited capacity and fairly slow decay (Bryden, 1971) .
The present experiment was designed to provide more detailed characteristics of this preattentive auditory buffer store for incoming verbal informations. More specifically, two candidate properties just described-decay and limited capacitywere examined by measuring the recall levels of both attended and unattended items in dichotic listening. If the typical decay notion were correct, the recall level of unattended items should be affected by the presentation period, to the extent that they are held during this period in this echoic buffer store while the attended items are being processed. On the other hand, if the typical limited capacity notion were correct, the recall level of unattended items should be affected by the amount of information of the unattended material rather than by the presentation period. Hence, two experimental factors were prepared: The presentation rate of dichotic pairs of items to control the total period of presentation and the number of pairs of items to control the amount of information.
In addition, another of our interests in the present study concerned the "ear superiority" effect under the condition in which a subject was controlled for his attention. Both the right and the left ear superiority effects, the former for incoming language-based dichotic materials and the latter for non-language-based ones (Abe, 1975; Kimura, 1961 Kimura, , 1964 , were generally interpreted as reflecting the functional asymmetry of the cerebral hemispheres. However, it may be still uncertain if these ear superiority effects are due not only to the functional asymmetry of the cerebral hemispheres, but also to the habit of the subject to attend to one of the two ears more frequently. In order to weed out from the obtained results the impurities induced by this attention habit, it would be necessary to control subjects' attention.
For these purposes, half of the subjects were restricted his attention to the right ear and the other half to the left ear by means of instructions and pay-offs.
METHOD

Subjects
The Ss were twenty undergraduates, ten males and ten females, at Hokkaido University. All reported right-handedness and normal hearing in both ears.
Apparatus and Materials
The material for 100 trials was recorded on two channels of a magnetic tape by a fourchannel tape deck (TEAC A-2340) and was presented to the Ss through stereo headphones (PIONEER SE-30), one channel to each ear. Each trial consisted of a prescribed digit pairs arriving simultaneously and dichotically followed by a 10 sec response time. In each trial, the digits were drawn arbitrarily from 0 to 9, and in no instance the same number was presented twice in one channel. To record the items in both channels of the tape synchronously with each other, click trains had been recorded at several rates on the third channel of the same tape, and were used as the time-marker for recording utterances to the two channels. All items in the two channels were spoken by the same male voice with a careful treatment for the balanced volume and the synchronization.
For the dichotic lists of digits, there were altogether four conditions for the number of pairs-one digit to each ear at a time making up one pair-(3, 4, 5 and 6 pairs), and five conditions for the presentation rate (4, 3, 2, 1 and 1/2 pairs per sec). Figure 1 illustrates two examples of these conditions. Thus, a typical trial consists of a certain number of synchronous pairs of random digit to each ear given within a certain presentation period. For each condition five trials were run, thus One group (the right attended ear group ; RAE group) was required to make his right ear the attended ear, and the other group (the left attended ear group; LAE group) his left ear the attended ear. The two channels containing the recorded materials were reversed ear-sides for half of the Ss in each group to balance out the material artifacts.
RESULTS
There were very few instances of trials in which the attended items were recalled less well than the unattended items, so that it may be thought that Ss followed the attention-instruction of the E more or less faithfully. Therefore, the data for all Ss on all trials were included in the results.
In the initial analysis, a response was scored as correct only if all the items in each ear were recalled entirely correctly including their positions in a sequence. These correct scores were summed within any of the conditions for each S, and then subjected to an analysis of variance, which compared two groups of Ss (RAE group and LAE group), two attentions (Attended Ear and Unattended Ear), four numbers of pairs (3, 4, 5 and 6 pairs) and five presentation rates (4, 3, 2, 1 and 1/2 pairs per see).
The Effect of the Number of Pairs
The most important and highly significant effect was the Number of Pairs [F(3,54)=193.45, p<.001].
As was expected, the effect of attention was also highly significant [F(1,18)=499.57, p< .001]. Figure 2 shows the percent correct trials for each number of pairs under the five presentation rates, separately for attended and unattended ears, but pooled for all Ss. The curves show marked differences between the attended and unattended ears, but not between presentation rates. What should be noted is that the curves for the unattended ear fall faster down to the zero level and hence show steeper slopes than those for the at-2 This trial order was not better than the randomized order.
However, the effect of trial order was proved to be negligible for the present study in our preliminary experiment. cisely, the same data in Fig. 2 were replotted in Fig. 3 , as a function of total period of the presentation in a trial (see Fig. 1 for the measure of the period). No single monotonically decreasing curve encompasses all the points here. On the contrary, distinct levels of recall are apparent with different pair number conditions, the least number condition (3 pairs) being the highest irrespective of the presentation period. However, when the condition of the presentation rate is considered within each number of pairs, the performance for the fastest rate (4 pairs per sec), i.e. the shortest presentation period, is considerably higher than the other rates in many of the pair number conditions.
Right-Ear Superiority
The main effect of groups was not significant [F(1,18)<1], but the Groups X Attention interaction was significant [F(1,18)=11.90, p<.01]. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 , separately for RAE and LAE groups and attention levels, pooled over all presentation rates. Apparently, the overall level (Attended Ear+Unattended Ear) of each group is not different. When each attention condition is taken singly, recall from the attended ear is better for RAE Ss, while recall from the unattended ear is better for LAE Ss . This means that the right ear advantage was observed in both the attended and unattended ears ,f or the attended ear of RAE Ss and the unattended ear of LAE Ss were both the right ear.
The right ear advantage is also clear from Fig. 5 where the results of Fig. 4 are replotted with number of pairs pooled together, but separately for each presentation rate.
From the results of Fig. 4 and 5, it may be concluded that the ear superiority effect does not depend on the attention habit of the subject. It is interesting to note in passing that in Fig. 4 the differences between the means of both groups are most marked in the 5 and 6 pairs conditions in the attended ear. The implication of this effect will be discussed later.
The remaining significant effects were the two two-way interactions, Group X Number of Pairs [F(3,54) As a further analysis of the data, a response to each item in a series of digits in each ear making up a trial was scored correct if the item was recalled in the correct position in the series. The following two meaningful results emerged from this additional analysis.
A Combined Limited Capacity of both Ears
One is the finding that the number of correct items totaled from both ears was nearly constant for every trial. This is shown in Fig. 6 , as a function of number of pairs, averaged across all other variables. Apparently, the correct recall for the Attended Ear exhibited a linearly increasing function, while the recall for the Unattended Ear decreased reciprocally. As a result, the total correct items (Attended Ear-Unattended Ear) per trial turned out to be fairly constant, about 5.5 in the average.
Serial Position Effects
Another important thing is the serial position effects. Figure 7 shows the serial position curves for each ear of attention, separately for each number of pairs, averaged over all presentation rates and groups. Naturally, the attended ear shows much better performance than the unattended ear. It is interesting to note also that, although a general U-shape appearance is roughly equivalent for the two ears of attention, the details for each ear are markedly different. The curves for the attended ear show a somewhat greater primacy effect than the recency effect, while those for the unattended ear show the reverse.
DISCUSSION
Given the typical decay hypothesis concerning the property of the preattentive echoic buffer store, it would be predicted that the recall performance for the unattended items is better for a shorter presentation period than for a long irrespective of the pair number used, because the former permits the shorter staying of the unattended items in the preattentive buffer store before attention is paid to them. On the other hand, the typical limited capacity hypothesis would predict that the performance is better for less pair numbers because of the less amount of information in this condition.
The results of the present experiment show that the effect of number of pairs is predominant (see Fig. 2 ), while the effect of total period of presentation is only secondary (see Fig. 3 ).3 Thus, the results may be taken to support the limited capacity hypothesis rather than the decay hypothesis in respect to the property of the preattentive echoic buffer store. However, this is true only if the performance for the unattended items are to reflect the property of the buffer store, a relatively initial stage of the auditory processing chain. There may be still other possibilities. What really is the stage in the auditory information processing chain, then, that is directly responsible for the overt dichotic responses seen in the present study ?
First, as noted in the introduction, the response stage (the" retrieval" process) seems to be irrelevant to the sort of dichotic recall performance concerned here: Previous works have shown that the recall level of unattended items was not so affected by the recall order of ears following dichotic listening, so that there would be no need to be so troubled by the retroactive inhibition induced by recall (Bryden, 1971; Katzin, Corballis, & Lockhart, 1972) .
Second, the stage of the short-term memory may be considered. It is generally accepted (e.g., Neisser, 1967, chapter 9) that the short-term memory is a verbal encoding system with a limited channel capacity of several items, involved with attentional processing. Here, it should be remembered that in this experiment there was a constant level (about 5.5 items) for total correct items per trial (see Fig. 6 ). This is consistent with the widely quoted"seven-plus-or-minus-two" hypothesis (Miller, 1956) , though the performance may be necessarily poorer than most single channel memory span experiments. Also notable is that the number 3 It should also be noted that the performances for the slowest rate (1/2 pairs/sec) should not be directly compaired with the others because they might have been carried out by the"pair by pair" attentional strategy of Ss rather than by the"channel by channel" strategy; in the"pair by pair" fashion, S would not devote his attention to the attended ear throughout the presentation of the dichotic stimuli. of correct items from the unattended ear depends on the residual parts of the limit unused by the attended items (also see Fig. 6 ). These indicate that , given a fixed item size for his" memory span" , the S recalled roughly the whole items of a sequence from the attended ear and the remaining number of items from the unattended ear. It should be supposed , therefore, that the unattended items recalled correctly are not" unattended" but " attended" though naturally secondarily, and that they undergo the same processing as the attended items at least subsequent to the stage involved in such an attentional processing. Thus, many of the results in this experiment are consistent with the general properties of the shortterm memory which is an" attentive" encoding system, not a" preattentive".
On the other hand, the different Ushapes of serial position curves for the two ears of attention (see Fig. 7 ), the more pronounced primacy effect in the attended ear and the more pronounced recency effect in the unattended ear, may mean that the attended and unattended incoming materials have undergone fairly different processing. Even this result may not be inconsistent with the properties of the short-term memory stage; for instance, the different recall levels for each serial position could be the result of the order in which attentional processing is performed in this stage. This is in line with the Broadbent's assertion (Broadbent, 1958) that the" channel by channel" report mode is based on the order of entry to the short-term memory. According to this assertion, the very marked recency effect in the unattended series (see Fig. 7 ) may arise from the fact that the last (the most recent) item in this series is the first one entering the short-term memory following the entry of the attended items.
Thus, contrary to our earlier supposition in the introduction, the overt responses in this experiment may reflect not so much the properties of the preattentive echoic buffer store as those of the attentive shortterm memory.
A further problem, then, is to speculate about the appropriate property for the echoic buffer store, consistent with the argument outlined above. The echoic memory generally presupposes the following things; preattentive sensory coding, temporary preservation of incoming stimulus information and the dumping of the results into the short-term memory. When there is too much information to be dumped into the short-term memory, the overt performance (the out put) could indicate the upper limit of channel capacity in the short-term memory store by an overflow fashion. But for this to be possible, the echoic memory should endure for a long enough period, so that almost all the incoming materials could be prevented from extinction in the echoic store and come up to the short-term store. Provided that our results truly reflect the channel capacity of the short-term store, the decay period seems to be at least as long as or longer than about 2 sec, as can be seen from the point of the 3 pairs at 1 pair/sec rate condition in Fig. 3 . Or else, both the short-term and the echoic systems could hold some number of chunks of incoming information, but the latter always holds a little more chunks than the former. This idea could let us evade the issue concerning the decay. But neither seems fully likely: The decay period seems to be too inconstant for various demanded tasks (see Deutsch's review, 1975) , and also it is unlikely that the echoic system without attentive processing could segment a continuous speech sound information such as ours into some number of chunks.
The question then arises: Is it necessary to postulate such a separate unit as echoic memory in the auditory processing chain? As noted by Norman (1972) , there is a room for doubt for the necessity in postulating so many kinds of separable memory systems in the auditory processing chain. The assumption, therefore, is that the echoic system, if any, is closely linked to or even a part of the short-term memory. Alternatively, quite different kinds of system may be possible, such as the one proposed by Deutsch (1975) , which assumes various subdivisions of the auditory memory system. One other interest in this experiment was the ear superiority effect under the condition in which a subject was controlled his attention. The total performance of each group was not so different, but the right ear advantage was clear in each ear of attention (see Fig. 4 and 5). This suggests that the right ear superiority for spoken items is due to a true functional asymmetry of the cerebral hemispheres, not to the habit of S to attend to one of the two ears more frequently. Still more interesting is that the ear superiority effect is more distinct in 5 and 6 pairs conditions in the attended ear (see Fig. 4 ). It seems plausible to assume, therefore, that the ear superiority effect is generally revealed more clearly in harder dichotic tasks than in easier ones. In other words, the best attentional strategy for a difficult dichotic listening task involving verbal materials seems to be to attend to the right ear first and then to the left ear.
In closing, some reformulation of the cognitive model of auditory processing seems to be necessary, in view of the discovered functional asymmetry of the cerebral hemispheres. For example, different kinds of system may coexist in the auditory information processing chain; one is a sort of segmenting system (such as the short-term memory) for verbal-linguistic information (e. g. syllables, words, sentences, etc.) and the other is some yet unknown system for non-verbal-linguistic information (e. g. melodic pattern, timbre and chord, etc.). Naturally, in front of these two kinds of higher systems, various feature analysing systems (sensory coding systems) should be supposed. This idea is a mere conjecture at present, but it may well be worth exploring in the future.
